**Lexus and Autosoft**

Comprehensive integration leads to the maximum performance. Autosoft is certified by Lexus to integrate seamlessly with its Dealer Daily communications system. Exchange data quickly and securely while increasing visibility, efficiency, and compliance across your business.

### Sales

**RDR and Credit Contract Updates** | When you sell GAP, Life, A&H, or EWU (Wear Care, Smart Lease Protection, or Environmental Protection) on any deal, a credit contract is automatically submitted for retail delivery reporting (RDR) by Autosoft.

**Customer Updates** | Send automatic notifications to Lexus anytime you add or edit customer information.

### Parts

**Parts Inventory** | Sends automatic daily and monthly parts inventory updates to Lexus, including a full report of your entire parts inventory.

**Parts Master** | Parts master from Lexus is automatically loaded, providing accurate parts data in Autosoft.

**Parts Order, Parts Shipper, and Parts Return** | Submit parts orders generated in Autosoft directly to Lexus. Empower your parts department with the ability to view shipper data and submit returns.

**Dealer Stocking Guide and Automatic Stock Replenishment** | Lexus provides dealer stocking guides (DSG) twice a year to help you meet required stocking levels for certain parts and ensure high availability and service levels. Based on these guides and your inventory, Lexus will provide automatic stock return files for processing.

### Accounting

**Lexus Warranty Payment** | Receive approved claims and updates in Autosoft accounting entries.

**Vehicle Inventory Adjustments** | Lexus sends daily inventory adjustments to Autosoft for both new and used vehicles. In turn, Autosoft sends updates to Lexus as changes are made to vehicle records, including stock number assigned to VIN for new vehicles or information updates for used vehicles.

**Financial Statements** | Generate and transmit a monthly financial statement directly to Lexus.

**eContracting** | Submit eContracts directly from Autosoft to RouteOne for deal processing.

### Service

**RO and Special Service Campaigns** | While scheduling an appointment or creating an RO, receive notifications of special service campaigns. Pull open service campaigns to the RO, and Autosoft writes the repair. The RO is transmitted directly to Lexus when closed.

**Op Code Labor Guide** | Operation code data provided by Lexus is loaded into Autosoft to ensure the appropriate op code data on ROs, increasing efficiency on warranty repairs.

**National Service History** | View customer information, vehicle details, ROs, service agreements, and special service campaign information for a customer or vehicle right in Autosoft.

“We engineered iron-clad integration between Autosoft and Lexus dealer systems so no transaction will ever fall through the cracks — proof that we are committed to our dealers’ success.”

---

Bryce Veon, President & CEO, Autosoft